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This is the last print issue of Solar Physics!
This Editorial marks the end of print production of Solar Physics. At this point in time,

probably very few readers would have noticed, so we thought that we should put it “in print”
for the record. For many years now the electronic version of a Solar Physics article has been
the “version of record”, however we have maintained the print issue – until now. Start-
ing with January 2018, volume 293, there will no longer be a print issue, after 51 years,
292 volumes, 640 issues, over 10,000 articles, 130,000 pages, and 8.5 meters on the book-
shelf!

In addition, and independently of this change, Solar Physics transitioned to Continuous
Article Publishing (CAP) at the beginning of 2017 with volume 292, to leave the restrictions
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of the print world behind and to meet the demands and opportunities of the electronic world
instead. With CAP, new issues are started online, with new articles appearing as soon as
proofs are corrected. The sequence of articles is determined only by their order of appear-
ance. The volumes no longer have a running page number, rather articles are identified by
their volume and article number, and the page number for each article starts at one. Articles
are uniquely identified by author name, journal title, volume, and article number, or simply
the Digital Object Identifier (DOI).

Formerly we had occasional “Topical Issues”, with articles accumulated online, and then
all published as an issue. These have become “Topical Collections”, with articles being
assigned to an issue as any other article. The Topical Collection articles continue to have an
identifying header and footer, including the names of the Guest Editors, on the first page.
Topical Collections are prominently indicated as such in the contents of a volume, and they
are accessible from a separate Topical Collections tab on the journal’s content page.

Welcome to the new, paper-free Solar Physics – long live electronic articles!!
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